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This volume focuses on the ethical significance of human rights, aiming at contributing to a universal culture of human rights with
deep roots and wide horizons. Its purpose, scope and rationale are reflected in the three-part structure of the manuscript. Part I
has a broad introductory historical, theoretical and legal character. Part II submits that an Ethics of Human Rights is best
understood as an Ethics of Recognition of human worth, dignity and rights. Moreover, it is argued that human worth consists in the
perfectibility of the human species, rooted in its semiotic nature, to be accomplished through the perfecting of human beings, for
which the right to education is key. In Part III, the main legal and political outcomes of the Human Rights Revolution are described
and answers to the most lasting and common criticisms of human rights are provided. To conclude, the human stature of the Big
Five drafters of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is profiled and the priority that should be recognized to human rights
education is highlighted. Some appendices supplement the manuscript. While making a case for the high value and liberating
power of the idea and ideal of human rights, objections, controversies and uncertainties are not at all overlooked and emerging
issues are explored. The diversity of content of this volume meets many needs of the typical syllabus for a human rights course.
'Janey is like a whirlwind of selflessness. A beautiful spirit in a beautiful country doing a beautiful thing. I encourage my children to
be more 'Janey'. With more positive spirits like Janey, the world would be a better place.' - Ben Fogle In 2014 and in her midtwenties, Janey Lowes had been a vet for just two years when she left her home in County Durham and went travelling. Visiting Sri
Lanka, she was horrified to see the state of so many of the island's dogs, in particular the three million strays. Over 5,000 miles
from home, Janey decided there and then that she was going to move to the island indefinitely and do everything within her power
to help them. She raised £10,000 to get started, setting up a charity called WECare Worldwide, and began work. Frightened,
determined and excited all at the same time, she found a local who was willing to work with her and began scouring the streets for
dogs in need. Some she patched up as best she could at the roadside, others she brought back and treated in a make-shift
surgery she had cobbled together in her new home. With very little equipment, she and her small team came up with new and
ingenious ways to treat the animals. In this highly inspiring and heartfelt book full of challenges and adventure, Janey introduces
us to her world and the tireless work she carries out. As she says, 'I feel as though all these dogs are my dogs and I have a
responsibility to them.' In it, we meet many of the colourful characters who have come to offer help, along with innumerable street
dogs who have suffered all sorts of trauma and injury, only to be scooped up by Janey and her team and saved.
It is remarkable how much we take for granted the tremendous energy and vitality that the sun provides earth's inhabitants. As we
enter the new millennium, it is worthwhile to review how our ancestors perceived the biologic effects of sunlight, and how science
and medicine have advanced our knowledge about the biologic effects of light. At the turn of the century, a multitude of
investigators explored the use of sunlight and artificial radiation for treating a multitude of diseases. These explorations gave rise
to photodynamic therapy, phototherapy, and chemophototherapy. However, enthusiasm for using sunlight and artificial radiation to
treat disease was dampened with the birth of pharmacology. It was the goal of the Fifth International Arnold Rikli Symposium on
the Biologic Effects of Light, held in Basel, Switzerland, on November 1-3, 1998, to review the history of phototherapy and have
some of the world's leading experts on the biologic effects of light provide new perspectives on the positive and negative effects of
light. The general topics included a broad range of biologic effects of sunlight, artificial ultraviolet radiation and electromagnetic
radiation. Special sessions on radiation and vitamin D and bone health, photoimmunology, biopositive effects of UV radiation,
effects of electromagnetic currents and fields, and ocular and non-ocular regulation of circadian rhythms and melatonin, should be
of particular interest to readers of Biologic Effects of Light.
The risks of shortages for some crucial metals and uncertainty about the land-based reserves of several others justify the search
to diversify our sources of supply and investigate their potential. Mineral resources in the deep sea are attracting increasing
interest with the progressive discovery of various forms of ores. France possesses large areas of deep seafloor in the three
oceans as well as world-class human and technological resources and know-how, resulting from over 40 years of experience. This
study takes stock of knowledge about mineralisations and associated metals, technologies for exploring and exploiting them,
biodiversity and the potential impact of exploitation on the deep environment and the partnerships which are vital for France and
Europe. This information will be useful for decision-makers in drawing up strategies, defining research and development
programmes and in enhancing and developing commercial utilizations for these high-potential resources.
This student-friendly text on the current economic issues particular to engineering covers the topics needed to analyze engineering
alternatives. Students use both hand-worked and spreadsheet solutions of examples, problems and case studies. In this edition
the options have been increased with an expanded spreadsheet analysis component, twice the number of case studies, and
virtually all new end-of-chapter problems. The chapters on factor derivation and usage, cost estimation, replacement studies, and
after-tax evaluation have been heavily revised. New material is included on public sector projects and cost estimation. A reordering
of chapters puts the fundamental topics up front in the text. Many chapters include a special set of problems that prepare the
students for the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam.This text provides students and practicing professionals with a solid
preparation in the financial understanding of engineering problems and projects, as well as the techniques needed for evaluating
and making sound economic decisions. Distinguishing characteristics include learning objectives for each chapter, an easy-to-read
writing style, many solved examples, integrated spreadsheets, and case studies throughout the text. Graphical cross-referencing
between topics and quick-solve spreadsheet solutions are indicated in the margin throughout the text. While the chapters are
progressive, over three-quarters can stand alone, allowing instructors flexibility for meeting course needs. A complete online
learning center (OLC) offers supplemental practice problems, spreadsheet exercises, and review questions for the the
Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam.
This booklet hardly needs a preface; the contents, I think, speak for themselves. It contains a short and carefully brought up to
date resume of all that I, as a private University Lecturer in Amsterdam, have tried to teach my pupils. It is intended as a general
introduction to ethnomusicology, before going on to the study of the forms of separate music-cultures. I sincerely hope that those,
who wish to teach themselves and to qualify in this branch of knowledge, will find a satisfactory basis for self tuition in the matter
here brought together. Regarding the possibility of a new edition, any critical remarks or infor mation as to possible desiderata
would be very gratefully received. J. K. PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION My request for critical remarks and desiderata has
not been ignored. My sincere thanks to all who took the trouble to let me know what they missed in my booklet. Through their
collaboration the contents have undergone a considerable improvement and enlargement as compared to the original edition
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issued in 1950 by the Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, under the title 'Musicologica'. I have taken care to add many particulars
from non-European sources, with the result that now the book is no longer so Europe-centric as it was.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 28th International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning Research and Development,
ICCBR 2020, held in Salamanca, Spain*, in June 2020. The 20 full papers and 2 short papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed
and selected from 64 submissions. The theme of ICCBR 2020, "CBR Across Bridges" was highlighted by several activities. These papers,
which are included in the proceedings, address many themes related to the theory and application of case-based reasoning and its future
direction. *The conference was held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
This atlas presents technical information for professionals who process and use temperate or tropical timber. It combines the main technical
characteristics of 283 tropical species and 17 species from temperate regions most commonly used in Europe with their primary uses.
This work was commissioned by the Hall Concerts Society, and was written for two harps and strings. (4:00)
Reprint of the original, first published in 1904.
These Good Participatory Practice guidelines aim to provide systematic guidance on the roles and responsibilities of entities funding and
conducting biomedical HIV prevention trials towards participants and their communities. Such entities include investigators, research staff,
pharmaceutical industry sponsors, foundations, government-supported research networks, non-governmental research sponsors, and all
others involved in designing, financing, and executing clinical trials research.
The easy way to get keyed up on the keyboard Where Piano For Dummies helps budding musicians to master the black-and-white musical
keyboard, Keyboard For Dummies helps them understand the possibilities that unfold when those black-and-whites are connected to state-ofthe-art music technology. Keyboard For Dummies explains the ins-and-outs of modern keyboards and helps you get the most out of their
capabilities. Key content coverage includes: an overview of the types of keyboards available today and how they differ from acoustic pianos;
expert advice on choosing the right keyboard for your wants/needs and how to shop and compare the various models; a close look at the
types of sounds an electronic keyboard offers and how to achieve them; step-by-step instruction on how to use keyboards anywhere using
external speakers, amps, home stereos, computers, and tablets; guidance on how to use keyboard software and applications to get the most
out of keyboard technology; and much more. A multimedia component for this title will be hosted at Dummies.com and includes companion
audio tracks that demonstrate techniques and sounds found in the book Step-by-step instructions make learning keyboard easy and fun
Introduces you to the musical possibilities of the keyboard If you're new to the keyboard or looking to take your skills to the next level,
Keyboard For Dummies is a thorough guide to the ins and outs of this popular instrument.

Advances in forensic odontology have led to improvements in dental identification for individual cases as well as in
disaster victim identification (DVI). New and updated technologies mean advances in bitemark analysis and age
estimation. Growth in the field has strengthened missing persons’ networks leading to more and faster identifications of
unidentified individuals. A product of the American Society of Forensic Odontology, the Manual of Forensic Odontology,
Fifth Edition provides comprehensive and up-to-date information involving all facets of forensic dentistry and explores
critical issues relating to the scientific principles supporting the field’s evaluations and conclusions. New information in
the Fifth Edition includes Scientific principles and the need for more and better research in the field Oral and maxillofacial
radiographic features of forensic interest Forensic pathology and its ties to forensic odontology New techniques and
improved technologies for age estimation Advances in bitemark evidence management Animal bitemarks National and
international forensic dental organizations Tips for becoming involved in forensic odontology The manual has been an
important source of forensic dentistry information for more than 20 years. This new edition is edited by a past president of
the American Board of Forensic Odontology and a past Chair of the Odontology Section of the American Academy of
Forensic Sciences. Expanded and enhanced with extensive color illustrations, this volume is designed to provide
essential information based on sound scientific principles for experienced forensic odontologists and for those new to the
discipline.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th IFIP WG 5.5/SOCOLNET Doctoral Conference on Computing,
Electrical and Industrial Systems, DoCEIS 2013, held in Costa de Caparica, Portugal, in April 2013. The 69 revised full
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. They cover a wide spectrum of topics ranging
from collaborative enterprise networks to microelectronics. The papers are organized in the following topical sections:
collaborative enterprise networks; service orientation; intelligent computational systems; computational systems;
computational systems applications; perceptional systems; robotics and manufacturing; embedded systems and Petri
nets; control and decision; integration of power electronics systems with ICT; energy generation; energy distribution;
energy transformation; optimization techniques in energy; telecommunications; electronics: devices design; electronics:
amplifiers; electronics: RF applications; and electronics: applications.
This book describes the use of short--term mentalization--based treatment with children (5-12 years old) who are
experiencing emotional and behavioral problems, including anxiety, depression, and relational difficulties.
With his Viking ingenuity and a few helpful kittens, Stig overcomes his fear of the sea and woos the bold and beautiful
Ingrid.
This book gathers the proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on Computational Science and Technology
2020 (ICCST 2020), held in Pattaya, Thailand, on 29–30 August 2020. The respective contributions offer practitioners
and researchers a range of new computational techniques and solutions, identify emerging issues, and outline future
research directions, while also showing them how to apply the latest large-scale, high-performance computational
methods.
(Piano Method). Here is a fun, easy course that teaches children how to improvise and play jazz piano faster than ever
before. Kids will stay motivated as they improvise on popular children's songs arranged in a jazz style, while the
opportunity to play alongside video accompaniments will inspire a love for performance. Every song seamlessly
integrates a new improvisatory skill, systematically building upon previous learning and enabling the student to progress
with confidence. Including exclusive access to video tutorials, this book is the definitive introduction to improvisation and
jazz piano. The method can be used in combination with a teacher or parent. Topics covered include: swing and
syncopation * echo playing * call and response * rock and swing grooves * improvising on 1-5 notes * hearing chord
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changes * 12-bar blues * and more.
As the service sector expands into the global economy, a new science of service is emerging, one that is dedicated to encouraging
service innovation by applying scientific understanding, engineering discipline, and management practice to designing, improving,
and scaling service systems. Handbook of Service Science takes the first major steps to clarifying the definition, role, and future of
this nascent field. Incorporating work by scholars from across the spectrum of service research, the volume presents
multidisciplinary perspectives on the nature and theory of service, on current research and practice in design, operations, delivery,
and innovation of service, and on future opportunities and potential of service research. Handbook of Service Science provides a
comprehensive reference suitable for a wide-reaching audience including researchers, practitioners, managers, and students who
aspire to learn about or to create a deeper scientific foundation for service design and engineering, service experience and
marketing, and service management and innovation.
Methodology and applications of redox proteomics The relatively new and rapidly changing field of redox proteomicshas the
potential to revolutionize how we diagnose disease, assessrisks, determine prognoses, and target therapeutic strategies forpeople
with inflammatory and aging-associated diseases. Thiscollection brings together, in one comprehensive volume, a broadarray of
information and insights into normal and alteredphysiology, molecular mechanisms of disease states, and newapplications of the
rapidly evolving techniques ofproteomics. Written by some of the finest investigators in this area, RedoxProteomics: From Protein
Modifications to Cellular Dysfunction andDiseases examines the key topics of redox proteomics and redoxcontrol of cellular
function, including: * The role of oxidized proteins in various disorders * Pioneering studies on the development of redox
proteomics * Analytical methodologies for identification and structuralcharacterization of proteins affected by
oxidative/nitrosativemodifications * The response and regulation of protein oxidation in differentcell types * The pathological
implications of protein oxidation forconditions, including asthma, cardiovascular disease, diabetes,preeclampsia, and Alzheimer's
disease Distinguished by its in-depth discussions, balanced methodologicalapproach, and emphasis on medical applications and
diagnosisdevelopment, Redox Proteomics is a rich resource for allprofessionals with an interest in proteomics, cellular
physiologyand its alterations in disease states, and related fields.
Considered the largest breakthrough in the treatment of Parkinson's disease in the past 40 years, Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) is
a pioneering procedure of neurology and functional neurosurgery, forging enormous change and growth within the field. The first
comprehensive text devoted to this surgical therapy, Deep Brain Stimulation for Parkinson's
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Detection of Intrusions and Malware, and
Vulnerability Assessment, DIMVA 2019, held in Gothenburg, Sweden, in June 2019. The 23 full papers presented in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected from 80 submissions. The contributions were organized in topical sections named: wild wild
web; cyber-physical systems; malware; software security and binary analysis; network security; and attack mitigation.
This text presents a key to understanding how ideas, products and opinions take off and spread throughout society - referred to as
the diffusion of innovation - and provides a means to estimate how fast or slow that spread occurs. The diffusion of innovations
occurs among individuals in a social system, and the pattern of communications among these individuals is a social network. The
network determines how quickly innovations diffuse and the timing of each individual's adoption. The book thus analyses how
social networks structure the diffusion of innovation.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 26th International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning Research and
Development, ICCBR 2018, held in Stockholm, Sweden, in July 2018. The 39 full papers presented in this book were carefully
reviewed and selected from 77 submissions. The theme of ICCBR-2017, "The Future of CBR", was highlighted by several
activities. These papers, which are included in the proceedings, address many themes related to the theory and application of
case-based reasoning and its future direction. Topics included multiple papers on textual CBR and a number of cognitive and
human oriented papers as well as hybrid research between CBR and machine learning.
This new volume of The Core Curriculum Series is an indispensable guide for radiology residents' pediatric rotations and an
excellent study tool for written boards or recertification exams. Like other volumes of The Core Curriculum Series, the book
focuses on one rotation area and covers the essential information readers need to do well on the boards. The book is organized by
anatomic system and presents key information about evaluation of various diseases with all current imaging modalities. The userfriendly format includes hundreds of illustrations, margin notes, key review points, chapter outlines, tables, bulleted lists, boxed
text, and an easy-to-follow layout. A bound-in image bank CD-ROM contains all the images in the book. Users can view these
images as JPG or PDF files, and can copy/paste or export the figures to programs such as PowerPoint.
This strikingly original study of Cambodian nationalism brings to life eight turbulent decades of cultural change and sheds new light
on the colonial ancestry of Pol Pot’s murderous dystopia. Penny Edwards recreates the intellectual milieux and cultural traffic
linking Europe and empire, interweaving analysis of key movements and ideas in the French Protectorate of Cambodge with
contemporary developments in the Métropole. From the naturalist Henri Mouhot’s expedition to Angkor in 1860 to the nationalist
Son Ngoc Thanh’s short-lived premiership in 1945, this history of ideas tracks the talented Cambodian and French men and
women who shaped the contours of the modern Khmer nation. Their visions and ambitions played out within a shifting landscape
of Angkorean temples, Parisian museums, Khmer printing presses, world’s fairs, Buddhist monasteries, and Cambodian youth
hostels. This is cross-cultural history at its best. With its fresh take on the dynamics of colonialism and nationalism, Cambodge:
The Cultivation of a Nation will become essential reading for scholars of history, politics, and society in Southeast Asia. Edwards’
nuanced analysis of Buddhism and her consideration of Angkor’s emergence as a national monument will be of particular interest
to students of Asian and European religion, museology, heritage studies, and art history. As a highly readable guide to
Cambodia’s recent past, it will also appeal to specialists in modern French history, cultural studies, and colonialism, as well as
readers with a general interest in Cambodia.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
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thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The book features 9 previously published journal articles written by Christian Gronroos between 1979 to date. Four of the articles
will be on service marketing and four on relationship marketing, which emphasize his knowledge and expertise in the field of
service, and relationship marketing during the last 27 years. The articles build to form a clear picture of the continuous
development of the field, leading to a synthesis article and a comprehensive concluding chapter. The author offers an alternative
to the mainstream marketing mix logic and has consistently pursued the search for an alternative logic for marketing.
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